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Why Lenovo Flex System is the Best Blade Solution on 
the Market 

Flex System surpasses other blade architectures 
 

Executive OverviewExecutive OverviewExecutive OverviewExecutive Overview    
When IBM introduced BladeCenter technology back in 2002, it energized the nascent blade server market and spawned a 
revolution in the data center. Customers were not only able to pack more systems into the same floor space, they were able 
to manage their systems and grow their infrastructures in ways they hadn’t previously imagined. That was an IT lifetime ago.  
 
Flex System, announced in 2012, marked the beginning of the 2nd generation of blade technology. Today, Lenovo Flex 
System servers allow a system administrator to build a custom system to meet the data center’s unique IT and middleware 
platform requirements using a set of no-compromise technologies, including compute, storage, networking, and systems 
management. Flex System technology enables scalable configurations that allow the administrator to fine-tune a 
configuration to meet exacting requirements, using the most advanced blade servers on the market. With maximum compute 
and memory performance, Flex System is the right fit for any data center. 
 
With Flex System you get a no-compromise design that delivers extraordinary choice and flexibility as well as exceptional 
compute power, storage capability, and networking solutions in a chassis designed for the next decade of processor and 
memory technologies. Advantages include:  

• The highest reliability1 and customer satisfaction2 in the industry 

• Twice the application density in the same floor space3 

• Energy costs reductions of up to 35353535%%%%4 vs. the costs associated with previous-generation compute nodes 

• Flexibility to run multiple operating systems in the same chassis 

• Support for multiple virtualization solutions in the same chassis 

• Choice of networking technologies, including Ethernet, InfiniBand, Fibre Channel, and Fibre Channel over Ethernet 
(FCoE)  

• Network interoperability certification with Cisco, Juniper, and Brocade 

• Storage management and virtualization of Lenovo and OEM storage, including selected EMC, HP, IBM, and NetApp 
storage solutions 

• Optimized and virtualized appliance solutions from leading application providers 

• Lenovo’s exclusive X6 architecture for mission-critical workloads 
 
For these and other reasons, Flex System is quite simply the best blade offering on the market. This document explains 
briefly how and why Flex System outperforms other blade systems. 
 

Flex System vs. Flex System vs. Flex System vs. Flex System vs. Other Other Other Other Blade ServersBlade ServersBlade ServersBlade Servers    
Flex System design incorporates more than a decade of experience in the blade computing arena. With Flex System design, 
Lenovo has improved every aspect of blade computing, from servers to chassis, to networking, to storage and I/O, to 
management. 
 
The latest crop of Flex System servers incorporates the capabilities of Lenovo’s award-winning, benchmark-busting 6th-
generation enterprise X-Architecture (X6) design, as well as the latest Intel processor and memory technologies. This is the 
same architecture that made System x3850 X6 and x3950 X6 two of the most powerful x86 servers on the planet, offering 
extreme scalability, huge memory capacity, and advanced reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS). 

                                                             
1
 TBR Customer Satisfaction Survey, May 2015; http://www.lenovo.com/images/products/system-x/pdfs/white-
papers/tbr_x86servers_top_csat_1q15_wp.pdf. 

2
 ITIC 2014-2015 Reliability Survey, May 2014; http://www.lenovo.com/images/products/system-x/pdfs/analyst-reports/XSL03126USEN.PDF 
(2015 survey results pending.) 

3
 Based on IBM testing and documented in IBM System x Virtualization Server Consolidation sizing methodology. The Flex System x240 
Compute Node supports 2.7X more Peak Utilization Virtual Machines (VMs) than previous generation BladeCenter blades.  

4
 Intel internal measurements on DIMM power using Mayan City CRB with E5-26xx v3, with 4GB DR-DDR4-2133 DIMMs. Tested with 3 DPC. 
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Briefly, here is the combination of capabilities that Flex System solutions offer and blade systems from HP, Dell, and Cisco 
can’t. 
 

FlFlFlFlex System Advantagesex System Advantagesex System Advantagesex System Advantages    
Flex System chassis and compute nodes offer a unique combination of uncompromised processor support, flexibility, 
scalability, and maximum memory: 

• A choice of    2222----, 4444----, and 8888----processorprocessorprocessorprocessor servers, using the latest Intel Xeon processors. 

• The ability to scale from 2222 to 4444 to 8888 processors. 

• The same enterprise X6 technologyenterprise X6 technologyenterprise X6 technologyenterprise X6 technology that is built into Lenovo’s x3850 X6 and x3950 X6 enterprise rack servers 

• The ability to mixmixmixmix----andandandand----matchmatchmatchmatch standard- and double-wide nodes in the same chassis. 

• OS support for Microsoft Windows ServerWindows ServerWindows ServerWindows Server andandandand LinuxLinuxLinuxLinux from Red Hat and SUSE in the same chassis.  

• Virtualization support for VMwareVMwareVMwareVMware, HyperHyperHyperHyper----VVVV, andandandand KVMKVMKVMKVM in the same chassis.  

• Redundant hypervisorsRedundant hypervisorsRedundant hypervisorsRedundant hypervisors via dual internal flash drives. 

• Extreme flexibility, offering a host of storage options: 

o A choice of internal 2.52.52.52.5----inchinchinchinch HDDs/SSDs, or 1.8or 1.8or 1.8or 1.8----inchinchinchinch SSD storage, or both. 

o Support for eXFlash memoryeXFlash memoryeXFlash memoryeXFlash memory----channel storagechannel storagechannel storagechannel storage (X6 models) in addition to HDDs/SSDs and High IOPS SSD PCIe 
Adapters (see description under Storage and I/O).5 

o Support for High IOPS SSD PCIe AdaptersHigh IOPS SSD PCIe AdaptersHigh IOPS SSD PCIe AdaptersHigh IOPS SSD PCIe Adapters (X6 models) in addition to HDDs/SSDs and eXFlash DIMMs (see 
description under Why X6 Technology). 

o A unique implementation of high-speed RAID and flash capability with Flex System FlashFlex System FlashFlex System FlashFlex System Flash (see description under 
Storage and I/O). 

o Flex System Storage Expansion NodeStorage Expansion NodeStorage Expansion NodeStorage Expansion Node (see description under Storage and I/O). 

    

Compute NodesCompute NodesCompute NodesCompute Nodes    
The various Flex System compute node offerings include a wide range of capabilities:  

• Scalability from two to fourfourfourfour processors (x440) 

• Scalability from two to fourfourfourfour (x480 X6) or eighteighteighteight (x880 X6) processors; the x880 is the first 8first 8first 8first 8----processorprocessorprocessorprocessor blade server 
based on Intel Xeon processors. 

• The full range of Intel Xeon E5-2400, E5-2600 v3, E5-2800 v2, E5-4600, E5-4600 v2, E7-2800, E7-4800 v2 and v3, and 
E7-8800 v2 and v3 series of CPUs (model-specific), including the high-performance, high-voltage processors that other 
blade vendors cannot support. 

• Support for up to 111144444444 cores per server (x880 X6). That’s more than any other blade server. 

• Support for up    to 6TB6TB6TB6TB or    12TB12TB12TB12TB of high-speed LRDIMM memory (model-specific). That’s more than any other blade 
server.  

• Support for low-voltage 1.35V1.35V1.35V1.35V DDR3DDR3DDR3DDR3 memory RDIMMs that consume 19%19%19%19% less energy than 1.5V DDR3 RDIMMs. 

• Support for low-voltage 1.2V1.2V1.2V1.2V TruTruTruTruDDR4DDR4DDR4DDR4 memory LRDIMMs that consume 45%45%45%45% less energy than 1.5V DDR3 RDIMMs 
(x240 M5 and selected x480 X6 and x880 X6 models). 

• Support for ultrafast 2133MHz 2133MHz 2133MHz 2133MHz TruTruTruTruDDR4DDR4DDR4DDR4 memory or 1866MHz DDR31866MHz DDR31866MHz DDR31866MHz DDR3 memory (model-specific). 

• Support for up to 9.69.69.69.6TBTBTBTB of memory-channel DIMM storage per server (model-specific), using eXFlash DIMMs (see 
description below). 

• Next-generation high-speed PCIe Gen 3PCIe Gen 3PCIe Gen 3PCIe Gen 3 adapter slots, for 10X faster I/O than in older systems. 

• The ability to add GPUGPUGPUGPU (Graphics Processing Unit) solutions and highhighhighhigh----IOPS PCIe SSDIOPS PCIe SSDIOPS PCIe SSDIOPS PCIe SSD storage via PCIe expansion 
nodes. These options enable faster performance and application acceleration to specific workloads. 

 

Mainstream Compute NodesMainstream Compute NodesMainstream Compute NodesMainstream Compute Nodes    
The following compute nodes supports most workloads, from virtualization/cloud to VDI (virtual desktop interface) to 
mainstream databases. 

    

                                                             
5
 eXFlash memory-channel storage enables you to increase database performance, realize higher levels of storage consolidation, and scale 
virtualization on a single server. 
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x240 M5 Compute Nodex240 M5 Compute Nodex240 M5 Compute Nodex240 M5 Compute Node    

Optimized for virtualization, performance, energy savings, and highly scalable networking, the half-wide x240 M5 supports up 
to twotwotwotwo Xeon E5E5E5E5----2600260026002600 v3v3v3v3 series processors (up to 36363636 processor cores total), including the high-performance 145W145W145W145W and 

energy-saving 52W52W52W52W----75W75W75W75W CPUs. 24242424 DIMM slots offer up to 1.5TB1.5TB1.5TB1.5TB of ultrafast TruDDR4TruDDR4TruDDR4TruDDR4 1.2V1.2V1.2V1.2V 
LRDIMM memory (up to 2133MHz2133MHz2133MHz2133MHz), which consumes up to 45% less45% less45% less45% less energy than 1.5V DDR3 
DIMMs. The x240 M5 supports twotwotwotwo 2.5-inch SAS/SATA HDDs (3.2TB3.2TB3.2TB3.2TB) or SSDs (4TB4TB4TB4TB); or, 
optionally, fourfourfourfour 1.8-inch SSDs (3.2TB3.2TB3.2TB3.2TB), with 12Gbps RAID12Gbps RAID12Gbps RAID12Gbps RAID----0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 built in (upgradeable to RAIDRAIDRAIDRAID----
5555). Networking support includes up to fourfourfourfour 10Gb10Gb10Gb10Gb Ethernet Virtual Fabric ports per server and 
support for up to 16161616 vNICs per server. It supports 10Gb Ethernet10Gb Ethernet10Gb Ethernet10Gb Ethernet, 16Gb Fibre Channel 16Gb Fibre Channel 16Gb Fibre Channel 16Gb Fibre Channel (FC), 
and FDR InfiniBandFDR InfiniBandFDR InfiniBandFDR InfiniBand (IB) via two PCIe Gen 3two PCIe Gen 3two PCIe Gen 3two PCIe Gen 3 expansion slots. The x240 M5 also supports the 

PCIe Expansion Node and Storage Expansion Node, for additional I/O slots and storage capacity. 
 

x440 Compute Node x440 Compute Node x440 Compute Node x440 Compute Node     

The x440 4444----processor processor processor processor compute node with flexible I/O options to help you match system capabilities to workloads without 
compromise. With a dense design, the x440 can help reduce floor space used and lower data center power and cooling 
costs. The double-wide x440 supports fourfourfourfour Xeon E5E5E5E5----4600460046004600 v2v2v2v2 series processors for up to 48484848 processor cores. 48484848 DIMM slots 
offer up to 1.5TB1.5TB1.5TB1.5TB of LRDIMM memory operating at 1600MHz1600MHz1600MHz1600MHz. The x440 supports twotwotwotwo 2.5-inch hot-swap SAS (2.4TB2.4TB2.4TB2.4TB) or 
SATA HDDs (2.0TB2.0TB2.0TB2.0TB) or SSDs (3.2TB3.2TB3.2TB3.2TB), or, optionally, either eighteighteighteight 1.8-inch 
hot-swap SATA SSDs (6.4TB6.4TB6.4TB6.4TB) or twotwotwotwo 2.5-inch HDDs and fourfourfourfour 1.8-inch SSDs 
(5.6TB5.6TB5.6TB5.6TB). With Virtual Fabric you can take advantage of up to 64646464 virtual 
network adapters while making use of multiple protocols, including Ethernet, 
Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) and iSCSI. Some models include 
two10Gbtwo10Gbtwo10Gbtwo10Gb Ethernet adapters standard; all models support optional 1Gb 1Gb 1Gb 1Gb 
EthernetEthernetEthernetEthernet, 10Gb Ethernet10Gb Ethernet10Gb Ethernet10Gb Ethernet, and 16Gb Fibre Channel 16Gb Fibre Channel 16Gb Fibre Channel 16Gb Fibre Channel (FC) adapters using 
fourfourfourfour PCIe Gen 3PCIe Gen 3PCIe Gen 3PCIe Gen 3 expansion slots. Optional low-voltage processors, 1.35V DIMMs, and SSDs all contribute to significant 
datacenter energy savings.  With its combination of memory capacity and four-processor support, the x440 is perfectly 
suited for large virtualization environments or mid-range databases. 

 

MissionMissionMissionMission----CriticalCriticalCriticalCritical    Compute NodesCompute NodesCompute NodesCompute Nodes    
The following compute nodes support the heaviest workloads, from analytics and Big Data, to high-end and in-memory 
databases, to large virtualization workloads. 

    

x480 X6 Compute Node x480 X6 Compute Node x480 X6 Compute Node x480 X6 Compute Node     

The x480 X6 Compute Node starts as a 2222----processorprocessorprocessorprocessor full-width blade server that supports two Xeon    E7E7E7E7-4800 v24800 v24800 v24800 v2 or v3v3v3v3 series 
processors (up to 24242424 cores v2, or 28282828 cores v3 totaltotaltotaltotal) and 48484848 DIMM slots, for up to 3TB3TB3TB3TB of 1600MHz1600MHz1600MHz1600MHz LRDIMM DDR3 memory. 

The x480 X6 can then be scaled upscaled upscaled upscaled up to twotwotwotwo compute nodes, doubling the system 
resources available to a single system image. This means fourfourfourfour    processorsprocessorsprocessorsprocessors, up to 48484848 
(v2) or 56565656 (v3) processor cores, and 6TB6TB6TB6TB of memory in 96969696 DIMM slots—just like the 
rack-optimized System x3850 X6, but in a smaller package.  

The 2-node x480 X6 also supports fourfourfourfour 2.5-inch hot-swap SAS/SATA HDDs (4.8TB4.8TB4.8TB4.8TB) 
or SSDs (6.4TB6.4TB6.4TB6.4TB) or 16161616 high-IOPS 1.8-inch eXFlash SSDs (6.4TB6.4TB6.4TB6.4TB), as well as up to 24242424 
eXFlash DIMMs (9.69.69.69.6TBTBTBTB). This provides a maximum internal storage capacity of 11116666TBTBTBTB 
of flash memory.6 It also offers up to eighteighteighteight integrated 10GbE10GbE10GbE10GbE ports, with support for 

optional 8Gb8Gb8Gb8Gb or 16Gb16Gb16Gb16Gb FC and QDRQDRQDRQDR IB ports via eight PCIe Gen 3eight PCIe Gen 3eight PCIe Gen 3eight PCIe Gen 3 slots (four x16x16x16x16 and four x8x8x8x8). 

If you find that you need more power than this, the Flex System    x880 X6,x880 X6,x880 X6,x880 X6, the industry’s first 8-processor Xeon-based blade 
server, offers double the resources of the x480 X6. 

    

x880 X6 Compute Node x880 X6 Compute Node x880 X6 Compute Node x880 X6 Compute Node     

The x880 X6 Compute Node begins with a 2222----processorprocessorprocessorprocessor blade server that supports two 
Xeon    E7-8800 v28800 v28800 v28800 v2 or v3v3v3v3 series processors (up to 30303030 cores v2 or 36363636 cores, v3 total). 48484848 
DIMM slots offer up to 3TB3TB3TB3TB of 1600MHz1600MHz1600MHz1600MHz LRDIMM memory. Then the x880 X6 can be 
scaled upscaled upscaled upscaled up to twotwotwotwo compute nodes and even fourfourfourfour compute nodes, quadrupling the 
system resources, for up to eight eight eight eight processors, 111144444444 processor cores, and 12TB12TB12TB12TB7777 of 
memory in 192192192192 DIMM slots, just like the rack-optimized System x3950 X6.  

                                                             
6
 Using the maximum 24 eXFlash DIMMs, 72 DIMM slots are left for RDIMM memory in the x480 X6.  

7
 Using 64GB LRDIMMs.   
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The 4-node x880 X6 also supports eighteighteighteight 2.5-inch SAS/SATA HDDs (9.6TB9.6TB9.6TB9.6TB) or SSDs (12.8TB12.8TB12.8TB12.8TB) or 32323232 high-IOPS 1.8-inch 
eXFlash SSDs (12.8TB12.8TB12.8TB12.8TB), in addition to 24242424 eXFlash DIMMs (9.69.69.69.6TBTBTBTB). This provides a massive maximum capacity of 22222.42.42.42.4TBTBTBTB of 
internal flash storage.8 It also offers 16161616 integrated 10GbE10GbE10GbE10GbE ports, with support for optional 8Gb8Gb8Gb8Gb or 16Gb16Gb16Gb16Gb FC and QDRQDRQDRQDR IB ports 
via 16 PCIe Gen 316 PCIe Gen 316 PCIe Gen 316 PCIe Gen 3 slots (eight x16x16x16x16 and eight x8x8x8x8). 

    

Flex System Compute Node Benefits Flex System Compute Node Benefits Flex System Compute Node Benefits Flex System Compute Node Benefits     
Flex System compute nodes offer a number of key benefits: 

• Flex System x240x240x240x240 M5M5M5M5 supports 50%50%50%50% more memory than HP.9 This allows the x240 M5 to support the same number of 
VMs on fewer blades, saving money on hardware, as well as on software licensing, management, and servicing time. 

• Flex System x480x480x480x480 X6X6X6X6 and x880x880x880x880 X6X6X6X6 support up to 6TB6TB6TB6TB or 12TB12TB12TB12TB of memory, respectively. More memory means more and 
larger VMs per system (and more VMs mean greater system utilization and faster ROI), larger in-memory databases, 
greater consolidation, etc. 

• The only    8888----processor    blade serverblade serverblade serverblade server based on Intel Xeon processors, allowing you to run workloads that require or benefit 
from eight processors and huge memory capacities. 

• Choice, ranging from price-optimized entry nodes to nodes providing the performance required by the most demanding 
workloads. Nodes support a wide array of workloads that require multiple OSes, multiple hypervisors, and multiple 
processor types—all in a single chassis. 

• Maximum performance to get your jobs done faster, due to industry-leading memory capabilities and top-end 
processors. 

 

Flex System Flex System Flex System Flex System Enterprise Enterprise Enterprise Enterprise ChassisChassisChassisChassis    
The Flex System Enterprise Chassis, is designed to provide tremendous energy savings by sharing a smaller number of 
energy-efficient fans, power supplies, and other components. (Having more components also means more parts to fail and 
more to stock in inventory.) Unlike competitive chassis offerings that may have compromised support of future technologies, 
the 10U10U10U10U Flex System Enterprise chassis is designed for multiple generations of technology. It offers:  

• 14141414 standard-width or 7777 full-width bays, or any combination, for compute nodes, storage 
nodes, and expansion nodes 

• Four scalable high-speed switch bays 

• Support for 40Gb40Gb40Gb40Gb Ethernet networking 

• Integrated chassis management 

• Node-to-node traffic contained within the chassis, to significantly reduce Top-of-Rack 
(ToR) switch latency 

• Full redundancy of power, cooling, I/O, and other major components 

• Headroom to support future power and cooling needs: 

o Up to six 2500W six 2500W six 2500W six 2500W power supplies (with N+N multiple-redundancy or N+1 single-
redundancy)  

o Up to eighteighteighteight scalable fans 

• Aggregate external Fibre Channel connectivity to SAN of 40 16Gb/s FC ports totaling 640Gb/s640Gb/s640Gb/s640Gb/s 

• Aggregate external maximum Ethernet LAN connectivity of 36363636  40Gb/s ports totaling 1,440 Gb/s1,440 Gb/s1,440 Gb/s1,440 Gb/s 

• Current maximum chassis external I/O bandwidth of 2222,080 Gb/s,080 Gb/s,080 Gb/s,080 Gb/s    
    
Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:    

• Designed for investment protection of data center technologies for the next ten-plus years 

• High resiliency for maximum uptime 

• Maximum flexibility, supporting multiple fabrics, standard- and double-width compute 
nodes, and maximum growth potential as new generations of technology emerge 

• Tremendous I/O bandwidth for maximum throughput 

    

Flex System Flex System Flex System Flex System CarrierCarrierCarrierCarrier----GradeGradeGradeGrade    ChassisChassisChassisChassis     
This 11U11U11U11U chassis is a new version of the Flex System chassis, designed for the 
telecommunications industry, where tolerance of harsher environments is required. The 
additional 1U creates room for more air intake slots at the bottom of the unit, for the greater 

                                                             
8
 Using the maximum 24 eXFlash DIMMs, 168 DIMM slots are left for RDIMM memory in the x880 X6.  

9
 Flex System x240 M5 (1.5TB) compared to HP BL 460c Gen9 (1TB). 
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airflow and cooling needed in telco switching environments. Features of this carrier-grade chassis include: 

• Designed to NEBS level 3NEBS level 3NEBS level 3NEBS level 3 and ETSIETSIETSIETSI certification levels and for operation within Earthquake Zone 4Earthquake Zone 4Earthquake Zone 4Earthquake Zone 4 areas.  

• Includes dust filtersdust filtersdust filtersdust filters and ----48V DC48V DC48V DC48V DC power operation, as required for many central office telco environments.  

• ASHRAE 4ASHRAE 4ASHRAE 4ASHRAE 4-compliant (supporting normal operation in temperatures of up to 45 °C/113 °F45 °C/113 °F45 °C/113 °F45 °C/113 °F), with temporary elevated 
temperature excursions of up to 55 °C (131 °F)55 °C (131 °F)55 °C (131 °F)55 °C (131 °F) for as long as 4 days.  

• Supports 14141414 standard-width (or 7777 full-width ) Flex System compute and storage nodes, plus four internal high-speed 
switches. 

 
Note: Note: Note: Note: Specific models of the x240 M5 Compute Node are required for -48V DC operation.    
    
Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:    

• Designed for investment protection of data center technologies for the next ten-plus years 

• High resiliency for maximum, even at extreme temperatures 

• Maximum flexibility, supporting multiple fabrics, and maximum growth potential as new generations of technology 
emerge 

 

NetworkingNetworkingNetworkingNetworking    
With Flex System, Lenovo continues to deliver industry-leading networking with simpler management, advanced virtualization 
capabilities, and technologies for a more intelligent infrastructure. You can deploy an integrated infrastructure that works with 
their existing network environment and also supports advanced 40GbE network technology when needed.   
 
Lenovo has an advantage over many competitive offerings in that we provide a portfolio of switches and modules that allow 
for extreme “pay as you grow” scalability and flexibility. Buy a switch or module today and easily add more bandwidth 
capacity in the future when business demands increase with additional compute and storage requirements. It’s as simple as 
buying a license key to turn on more ports. Pay for only the ports you need today, and then turn on the rest over time. You 
don’t need to take your system down or even open the rack.  Flex System allows you to “upgrade-in-place”.  Most 
competitors require you to buy additional or new devices, and then take down the system to pull out the old and plug in the 
new. This is known as “rip-and- replace”.  It’s costly and wasteful. 
 
Lenovo delivers industry-leading network performance with switches and interconnect modules capable of latency below 1 
microsecond.    
 
One of the biggest bottlenecks for most chassis is networking bandwidth. Flex System Enterprise Chassis design provides 
more networking flexibility and growth potential than other blade offerings: 
• Scalable switchingScalable switchingScalable switchingScalable switching, which allows the user to upgrade connectivity/features, without rip-and-replace. 
• Support for present and future networking technologies: 1Gb, 10Gb,    40Gb Ethernet40Gb Ethernet40Gb Ethernet40Gb Ethernet, and beyond. You won’t find 

yourself stuck behind the technological curve with Flex System switching. 

• The industry’s first 40Gb40Gb40Gb40Gb----capablecapablecapablecapable blade Ethernet uplink switch, 16Gb-capable blade SAN switch, and 56Gb56Gb56Gb56Gb----capable capable capable capable 
InfiniBand FDRInfiniBand FDRInfiniBand FDRInfiniBand FDR (Fourteen Data Rate) switch, for maximum flexibility. 

• 40Gb Ethernet uplinks40Gb Ethernet uplinks40Gb Ethernet uplinks40Gb Ethernet uplinks reduce cabling to ToR (Top of Rack) switches. 

• Support for a    low-cost, highly scalable16Gb FC16Gb FC16Gb FC16Gb FC switchswitchswitchswitch, for maximum performance. 

• Feature on Demand (FoD)Feature on Demand (FoD)Feature on Demand (FoD)Feature on Demand (FoD) offers dynamic upgrades via software license keys without hardware outages; “upgrade-in-
place”, not the rip-and-replace approach of some competitive offerings. 

• Support for enhanced virtualization features like Virtual FabricVirtual FabricVirtual FabricVirtual Fabric, Logical Network Profilesogical Network Profilesogical Network Profilesogical Network Profiles, and VMready, which make 
virtual machine parameter setup and mobility simple 

• Embedded L2/L3 chassis switchingEmbedded L2/L3 chassis switchingEmbedded L2/L3 chassis switchingEmbedded L2/L3 chassis switching to enable a lowest-latency, highest-bandwidth connection for East-West traffic, 
without involving the Top-of-Rack switches for in-chassis communication. 

 
Other networking features include: 

• Flex System Interconnect FabricFlex System Interconnect FabricFlex System Interconnect FabricFlex System Interconnect Fabric —  Designed to meet your needs by providing a simple Ethernet fabric cluster that 
accelerates deployment, simplifies management, supports dynamic scalability, and increases reliability, availability, and 
security in medium-to-large POD deployments. 

• Support for flexible port mappingflexible port mappingflexible port mappingflexible port mapping —  Unmatched configuration customization by allowing any active port on a switch or 
module to be designated as either an internal or external port. This port mobility capability enables I/O connectivity 
optimization within the Flex System chassis.10 

• 10Gb Ethernet pass10Gb Ethernet pass10Gb Ethernet pass10Gb Ethernet pass----thruthruthruthru —  Easy, unmanaged connectivity of the Flex System Enterprise Chassis to any external 
network infrastructure. 

                                                             
10

 Supported on EN4093R, SI4093, CN4093 and EN2092 devices only. 
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• Support for Flex System Fabric EN4093R 10Gb Scalable Switch Flex System Fabric EN4093R 10Gb Scalable Switch Flex System Fabric EN4093R 10Gb Scalable Switch Flex System Fabric EN4093R 10Gb Scalable Switch with    OpenFlowOpenFlowOpenFlowOpenFlow    —  Innovations to help address a 
number of networking concerns today and provides capabilities that will help you prepare for the future. This switch is 
capable of supporting up to 42 x 10Gb42 x 10Gb42 x 10Gb42 x 10Gb internal, 14 x 10Gb14 x 10Gb14 x 10Gb14 x 10Gb external, and 2 x 40Gb2 x 40Gb2 x 40Gb2 x 40Gb external Ethernet connections while 
offering Layer 2/3 switching. It can help you migrate to a 10Gb or 40Gb Ethernet infrastructure and offers virtualization 
features like Virtual Fabric and VMready. 

• Support for the simple-to-use Flex System Fabric SI4091 System Interconnect ModuleFlex System Fabric SI4091 System Interconnect ModuleFlex System Fabric SI4091 System Interconnect ModuleFlex System Fabric SI4091 System Interconnect Module —  Designed as a low-cost, 
preconfigured end-host 10Gb Ethernet module that can help simplify networking configurations and management, while 
providing transparent, upstream connectivity. It supports 14 x 10Gb14 x 10Gb14 x 10Gb14 x 10Gb internal and 10 x 10Gb10 x 10Gb10 x 10Gb10 x 10Gb external connections.  

• Support for the Flex System Fabric SI4093 System Interconnect ModuleFlex System Fabric SI4093 System Interconnect ModuleFlex System Fabric SI4093 System Interconnect ModuleFlex System Fabric SI4093 System Interconnect Module —  Designed as a low-cost, preconfigured 
end-host 10Gb Ethernet module that can help simplify networking configurations and management, while providing 
simple interoperability. It offers “pay as you grow” scalability and flexibility, supporting up to 42 x 10Gb42 x 10Gb42 x 10Gb42 x 10Gb internal, 14 x 14 x 14 x 14 x 
10Gb10Gb10Gb10Gb external, and 2 x 40Gb2 x 40Gb2 x 40Gb2 x 40Gb external Ethernet connections. Only pay for what you need and the rest will be there 
should your needs change. No “rip and replace” required. 

• Support for the Flex System Fabric CN4093 10Gb Converged Scalable SwitchFlex System Fabric CN4093 10Gb Converged Scalable SwitchFlex System Fabric CN4093 10Gb Converged Scalable SwitchFlex System Fabric CN4093 10Gb Converged Scalable Switch —  Scalability, performance, 
convergence, and network virtualization. The switch offers full Layer 2/3 switching as well as FCoE Full Fabric and Fibre 
Channel NPV Gateway operations, delivering up to 42 10Gb42 10Gb42 10Gb42 10Gb internal    ports, two 10Gbtwo 10Gbtwo 10Gbtwo 10Gb SFP+    external ports, 12121212    
OmniPortsOmniPortsOmniPortsOmniPorts and 2 x 40Gb QSFP+2 x 40Gb QSFP+2 x 40Gb QSFP+2 x 40Gb QSFP+ external Ethernet connections. 

• Support for the Flex System EN4023 Flex System EN4023 Flex System EN4023 Flex System EN4023 10Gb Scalable Switch10Gb Scalable Switch10Gb Scalable Switch10Gb Scalable Switch —  Advanced storage support with multiple storage 
connectivity options, including FCoE, Fibre Channel, iSCSI, and NAS storage. If you are deploying the new Brocade Brocade Brocade Brocade 
Virtual Cluster Switching (VCS) FabricVirtual Cluster Switching (VCS) FabricVirtual Cluster Switching (VCS) FabricVirtual Cluster Switching (VCS) Fabric you can now extend the features to the Flex System chassis using the EN4023 
switch module. 

• Support for Flex System EN6131 40GbE SwitchFlex System EN6131 40GbE SwitchFlex System EN6131 40GbE SwitchFlex System EN6131 40GbE Switch —  Faster network for quicker business response time. 

• NeNeNeNew I/O adaptersw I/O adaptersw I/O adaptersw I/O adapters    —  Support for Dual VIOSDual VIOSDual VIOSDual VIOS and both converged and nonconverged environments: 

o Flex System FC5054FC5054FC5054FC5054 4-port 16Gb FC Adapter 

o Flex System CN4058CN4058CN4058CN4058 8-port 10Gb Converged Adapter 
 
Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:    

• Flex System Interconnect FabricFlex System Interconnect FabricFlex System Interconnect FabricFlex System Interconnect Fabric, which offers component optimization: 95%95%95%95% reduction in the number of networking 
devices required to manage a nine-chassis, three-rack configuration, via a single point of management.11 

• A superior network architecture design over Cisco UCS, offering 4.8x4.8x4.8x4.8x more backplane throughput and up to    2.5x2.5x2.5x2.5x faster 
virtual machine migration.12 

• Flex System Fabric SI4093SI4093SI4093SI4093 System Interconnect Module, which supports up to 2.5X2.5X2.5X2.5X the bandwidth offered by HP at 
42%42%42%42% lower cost.13 SI4093SI4093SI4093SI4093 can also deliver up to a 55%55%55%55% power savings with fewer devices to manage than the 
competition.14 

• Flex System Fabric SI40SI40SI40SI4099991111 System Interconnect Module, which can save you up to 69%69%69%69%         in cabling and upstream 
switching costs; it also offers significant energy reduction costs over the architecture associated with a traditional pass-
thru device.15 

• The flexibility to start small and grow when you’re ready. You’re not locked into today’s technology. 

• Support for 56Gb56Gb56Gb56Gb FDR InfiniBand switches, which some competitors can’t handle. 

• Support for high-bandwidth networking today and tomorrow, as well as across multiple network protocols and 
topologies, that provides MSPs with ultimate flexibility and the performance that will be required in heavily virtualized 
cloud, VDI, and big data environments. 

 

Storage and I/OStorage and I/OStorage and I/OStorage and I/O    
A Flex System solution offers the best combination of internal and external storage and I/O capabilities: 

• eXFlash DIMMseXFlash DIMMseXFlash DIMMseXFlash DIMMs provide flash memory storage like SSDs, but in a DIMM form factor. By plugging flash DIMMs into the 
memory bus,  closer to the processor, latency time is greatly reduced, from 15-19 microseconds (typical for PCIe flash 
drives) to as little as 3333.3.3.3.3    µsµsµsµs. This makes eXFlash memory-channel storage ideal for in-memory databases and can 

                                                             
11 Flex System Interconnect Fabric enables you to manage only oneoneoneone RackSwitch G8264CS instead of 20202020 devices (two G8264CS switches 
and 18 SI4093 interconnect modules). 

12 Tolly white paper: https://ibm.com/services/forms/signup.do?source=stg-web&S_PKG=ov23137&cm_sp=MTE29368. 
13 Based on SI4093 base plus upgrades 1 and 2 (list price x 2 = $53.194), HP Virtual Connect Flex-10/10D x (6 = $75,450 list price) = 41.8%41.8%41.8%41.8% 
less expensive. SI4093 = 64 x 10Gb ports (640Gb) vs. HP = 26 x 10Gb ports (260Gb) = 2.46x2.46x2.46x2.46x more bandwidth.  

14 Based on SI4093 power: 95W x 2 switches = 190W vs. HP Virtual Connect Flex-10/10D power: 70W x 6 switches = 420W. Therefore 
SI4093 consumes 54.76%54.76%54.76%54.76% less power. HP link: 
http://h18000.www1.hp.com/products/quickspecs/productbulletin.html#spectype=north_america&type=html&docid=14408. 

15 Based on full chassis, redundant connectivity and list price of SI4091, EN4091, SFP+ SR transceivers on the module and the upstream 
switch,  plus average cost per port of a Cisco Nexus 5548. Minimum of 2 per SI4091 and upstream Cisco, plus 28 on EN4091 and 
upstream Cisco. Prices as of 4/15/15. Source: http://www.provantage.com. 
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reduce the need for external storage. Both 200GB200GB200GB200GB and 400GB400GB400GB400GB DIMMs are supported. The x480 X6 and x880 X6 
Compute Nodes support 32323232 eXFlash DDR3 DIMMs (9.6TB9.6TB9.6TB9.6TB).).).).16 eXFlash DIMMs can be used in addition to HDDs and 
SSDs, and can be configured either as block storage or as memory cache to accelerate other storage options (such as 
HDDs, NAS, or SANs). 

• Flex System Storage Expansion NodeFlex System Storage Expansion NodeFlex System Storage Expansion NodeFlex System Storage Expansion Node    (SEN)(SEN)(SEN)(SEN) offers direct-attach dedicated local storage to a Flex System x240 (not 
M5) compute node. It attaches alongside the compute node. This node supports up to twelvetwelvetwelvetwelve 2.5-inch hot-swap drives 
in mixed configurations (SAS/SATA and SSD) with HDD capacities of 12TB12TB12TB12TB (SATA) or 14.4TB14.4TB14.4TB14.4TB (SAS), 19.2TB19.2TB19.2TB19.2TB SSD, or 
7.2TB7.2TB7.2TB7.2TB of SAS/SSD hybrid drives, as well as RAID-0/1/5/10/50 standard (with optional RAID-6/60 with Feature on 
Demand upgrade). Also available are optional 512MB or 1GB caches with cache-to-flash supercapacitor offload. The 
Storage Expansion Node provides an excellent platform for a low-cost network-attached storage (NAS) solution.17   

• Flex System FlashFlex System FlashFlex System FlashFlex System Flash offers exceptional internal storage, with up to 8888 1.8-inch SSDs (3.23.23.23.2TBTBTBTB) inside a Flex System x240 
(not x240 M5), or x440 Compute Node, plus an SSD-optimized ServeRAID adapter. It provides highIOPS for superior 
database performance with distributed database applications, business analytics and intelligence workloads,    transaction 
processing, and media streaming. The SSDs can also be used like extended, fast memory and can provide “hot data” 
rapidly to compute elements—a Lenovo exclusive. (Another supported configuration is fourfourfourfour flash drives and twotwotwotwo 2.5-inch 
SAS/SATA HDDs.) 

• High IOPS SSD PCIe AdapterHigh IOPS SSD PCIe AdapterHigh IOPS SSD PCIe AdapterHigh IOPS SSD PCIe Adapters offer capacities up to 2.4TB2.4TB2.4TB2.4TB. Because of high IOPS performance and low latency, they 
are ideal for read-intensive transactional workloads requiring extreme IOPS performance, such as database, video-on-
demand, and caching. Because they fit in adapter slots, they can be used in addition to HDDs/SSDs and eXFlash DIMM 
storage.    

• Lenovo Storage S3200Lenovo Storage S3200Lenovo Storage S3200Lenovo Storage S3200 is a versatile storage system that provides simplicity, speed, scalability, security, and high 
availability for small to large businesses. The S3200 SAN array delivers enterprise-class storage management technology 
in a cost-effective solution with a wide choice of host connectivity options, flexible drive configurations, and enhanced 
data management features. The S3200 offers flexiblility in the choice of storage connectivity protocols: 6/12 Gb6/12 Gb6/12 Gb6/12 Gb SAS, 
1/10 Gb1/10 Gb1/10 Gb1/10 Gb iSCSI, and 4/8/16 Gb4/8/16 Gb4/8/16 Gb4/8/16 Gb Fibre Channel (FC). The Converged Network ControllerConverged Network ControllerConverged Network ControllerConverged Network Controller (CNC) design of the S3200 
makes the selection of iSCSI or FC host connectivity (or both FC and iSCSI) as simple as attaching corresponding 
transceivers or 10 GbE10 GbE10 GbE10 GbE SFP+ Direct-Attach Copper (DAC) cables to the SFP/SFP+ ports on the RAID controller.The 
S3200 supports up to 192192192192 drives with up to 7777 external expansion enclosures and it offers flexible drive  configurations 
with the choice of 2.5-inch and 3.5-inch drive form factors, 10K10K10K10K or 15K15K15K15K rpm SAS and 7.2K7.2K7.2K7.2K rpm NL SAS hard disk drives 
(HDDs) and self-encrypting drives (SEDsSEDsSEDsSEDs), and SAS solid-state drives (SSDsSSDsSSDsSSDs). The S3200 can be scaled up to 576TB576TB576TB576TB of 
raw storage capacity. It offers advanced features for outstanding performance and versatility, including: 

o Intelligent realIntelligent realIntelligent realIntelligent real----time tieritime tieritime tieritime tieringngngng —  A high-performance hybrid SAN that moves data every five seconds. 

o Upgradable controllers —  InInInIn----chassis upgrades without data migrationchassis upgrades without data migrationchassis upgrades without data migrationchassis upgrades without data migration 

o Designed for 99.9995%99.9995%99.9995%99.9995% availabilityavailabilityavailabilityavailability and NEBSNEBSNEBSNEBS compliance. 

• Lenovo Storage S2200 Lenovo Storage S2200 Lenovo Storage S2200 Lenovo Storage S2200 is an entry SAN with enterprise features. It provides simplicity, speed, scalability, security, and 
high availability for small to large businesses. It fits into your existing environment and offers flexible configuration 
options. The S2200 supports up to 96969696 drives with up to 3333 external expansion enclosures. It also offers flexible drive 
configurations, with the same drive options as the S3200. The S2200 can be scaled up to 288288288288TBTBTBTB of raw storage 
capacity. The S2200 offers the flexible choice of    6/12Gb6/12Gb6/12Gb6/12Gb SAS,    1Gb1Gb1Gb1Gb iSCSI, and 4/84/84/84/8 Gb Fibre Channel (FC) host 
connectivity protocols. The Converged Network ControllerConverged Network ControllerConverged Network ControllerConverged Network Controller (CNC) design of the S2200 makes the selection of iSCSI or 
FC host connectivity as simple as attaching corresponding transceivers or Direct-Attach Copper (DAC) cables to the 
SFP/SFP+ ports on the RAID controller. 

• Storwize Storwize Storwize Storwize V3700V3700V3700V3700,    a modular external entry-level enterprise 2U storage system with support for 12121212 hot-swap 3.53.53.53.5-inch 
HDDs or 24242424 hot-swap 2.52.52.52.5-inch SSDs or HDDs. It offers the ability to virtualize IBM and other vendor storage with 
nondisruptive migration of the current storage infrastructure. Up to 3333 expansion units can be added, for a total of 240240240240 
drives per control enclosure. It supports  6Gb6Gb6Gb6Gb SAS and 1Gb1Gb1Gb1Gb iSCSI connectivity standard (optional 8Gbps Fibre Channel 
or 10Gb iSCSI/FCoE connectivity),  a well as up to 8GB8GB8GB8GB of flash cache. FlashCache is standard for up to 64646464 targets, 
upgradable to 2,040.  

• Flex System PCIe Expansion NodeFlex System PCIe Expansion NodeFlex System PCIe Expansion NodeFlex System PCIe Expansion Node (PEN)(PEN)(PEN)(PEN) offers unprecedented PCIe expansion capabilities in a blade type 
environment. The expansion node connects to an x240 M5 Compute Node and supports twotwotwotwo standard full-height, full-
length PCIe Gen 3 slots, and twotwotwotwo low-profile PCIe Gen 3 slots. Because it accepts standard PCIe cards, it supports 
graphics, I/O, and storage adapters—including controllers for external storage servers and SAN adapters—that most 
blade servers can’t support. 

 

                                                             
16 eXFlash DIMMs are incompatible with LRDIMM memory. RDIMM memory must be used. 
17

 The OS is not preloaded. The customer has a choice of preferred OS; for example, Windows Storage Server 2012. 
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Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include: 

• Interoperablility with other external storage solutions, including selected (ServerProven) storage options from EMC 
(CLARiiON and Symmetrix models), Hitachi (VSP), HP (StorageWorks), IBM (System Storage, TotalStorage, and XIV), and 
NetApp (FAS Series and V Series)18 

• Large internal chassis storage capacity (HDDs/SSDs/eXFlash DIMMs) for workloads that benefit from fast local storage 

• Faster access to internal storage than to external storage 

• Support for Easy TierEasy TierEasy TierEasy Tier  and FlashCopyFlashCopyFlashCopyFlashCopy for faster data access and  nearly instantaneously, point-in-time snapshot copies 
of entire logical volumes or data sets 

• Reduced storage needs via realtime compression of active data 

• Data automatically optimized among HDDs and SSDs on the node’s tiered storage for better performance 

• Added storage reliability, via FlashCopy and thin provisioning, that competitors don’t offer 

• C/MSPs have the flexibility to utilize existing storage infrastructures either through virtualization or interoperable direct 
connectivity across multiple storage vendor offerings, or move to fully integrated storage with highly integrated 
management capabilities for maximum ease of configuration and administration 

 

Systems ManagementSystems ManagementSystems ManagementSystems Management    
For today data centers, IT management is always a challenge. Often it is too complex and requires too many on-site visits 
and too much hands-on time. What’s needed is simplified systems management. 
 
LLLLenoenoenoenovo XClarityvo XClarityvo XClarityvo XClarity management software, offered with all Flex System compute nodes, combines best-in-class systems 
management with the most reliable and secure x86 servers in the industry.  
 
Lenovo XClarity software consolidates and simplifies systems management across multiple Lenovo servers spanning the 
data center. Lenovo XClarity increases IT productivity and efficiency by visualizing, automating, and streamlining complex, 
repetitive infrastructure management tasks via out-of-band, scalable management of hundreds of servers. It enables system 
discovery, monitoring with real-time event notifications, automation of firmware updates on servers via compliance policies, 
scalable system configurations through patterns, and deployment of OS and hypervisors to bare metal servers. Lenovo 
XClarity can be easily extended via published REST API to integrate into external automation, orchestration, or service 
management tools. For more details, see the Lenovo blog post at http://blog.lenovo.com/en/blog/a-killer-combination-best-
in-class-systems-management-on-1-reliable-x86-pla/. 
 
Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:    

• Decrease time to value for physical systems through fast, automated deployment 

• Increase IT staff productivity and efficiency by automating complex, repetitive infrastructure tasks  

• Reduce workload downtime in clustered environments by dynamically evacuating workloads from affected hosts during 
planned server maintenance and unplanned hardware events  

• Increase agility by enabling visibility and control of physical systems from external, higher level automation, orchestration 
and management software tools 

    
Fabric ManagerFabric ManagerFabric ManagerFabric Manager (the next evolution of BladeCenter Open Fabric Manager), an optional easy-to-use server provisioning I/O 
management tool, automates deployment steps, reduces errors, and makes administrators more efficient. Features include: 

• Automatic provisioning of I/O addresses 

• Pre-defined configurations of I/O parameters, such as MAC addresses for Ethernet, World Wide Names and SAN boot 
targets 

• I/O parameter and VLAN migration to standby compute nodes in case of compute node failure, and executes action 
plans based on triggered events 

 
Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:Benefits include:    

• Faster server deployment times 

• Saving system administrators from doing repetitive and potentially error-prone tasks 

• A view of data center operations with event triggers and problem notifications 
 

        

                                                             
18

 For a list of ServerProven storage devices from OEMs, go to 
http://ibm.com/systems/info/x86servers/serverproven/compat/us/serverproven/indexf.html. 
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Why X6 Technology? Why X6 Technology? Why X6 Technology? Why X6 Technology?     
Flex System X6 servers are based on the same technology as their System x3850 X6 and x3950 X6 enterprise rack-server 
cousins. Naturally, X6 servers take advantage of the latest advances in Intel Xeon processors and memory technology. But 
Lenovo went well beyond what other vendors have to offer, especially in regards to blade servers. Lenovo-unique features 
such as eXFlash memoryeXFlash memoryeXFlash memoryeXFlash memory----channel channel channel channel storagestoragestoragestorage technology and highhighhighhigh----IOPS IOPS IOPS IOPS eXFlash SSDeXFlash SSDeXFlash SSDeXFlash SSD storage, Double ChipkillDouble ChipkillDouble ChipkillDouble Chipkill and Memory Memory Memory Memory 
ProteXionProteXionProteXionProteXion technology, as well as FlexFlexFlexFlexNodeNodeNodeNode    PartitioningPartitioningPartitioningPartitioning and up to 12TB of high12TB of high12TB of high12TB of high----speed memoryspeed memoryspeed memoryspeed memory capacitycapacitycapacitycapacity deliver extreme 
levels of speed, agility, and resilience that are essential in enterprise systems. 

 

FastFastFastFast    
Instead of using external, relatively slow, NAS/SAN disk or SSD storage, eXFlash DIMMseXFlash DIMMseXFlash DIMMseXFlash DIMMs are flash memory chips packaged 
on DDR3 form factor DIMMs in the memory channel, along with DDR3 memory DIMMs. The advantage is incredibly fast 
access to storage.  

 
The farther away from the processor the data is, the slower the data access. For example, internal storage is much faster 
than external DAS/NAS/SAN storage. Internal solid-state drives (SSDs) are faster than HDDs and offer much higher IOPS (I/O 
Operations per second). In turn, PCIe SSD storage is faster than SAS-attached SSDs, and memory-channel flash is faster 
than PCIe SSD storage. How fast? As low as 3333.3.3.3.3 µsµsµsµs (microseconds) write latency, compared with approximately 50 µs50 µs50 µs50 µs for an 
enterprise SAS HDD.19 

 
Connecting flash storage directly to the memory bus eliminates arbitration and data contention on the I/O hub, so data 
access is nearly instantaneous. With up to 12.8TB12.8TB12.8TB12.8TB of eXFlash DIMM storage in 32323232 DIMM slots, each 400GB eXFlash DIMM 
can produce 111140404040,000,000,000,000 4KB random read operations and up to 666636363636    MBpsMBpsMBpsMBps data transfer rate.20 This allows a relatively small 
amount of internal storage to do the work of a much larger amount of external storage: greater random read IOPS 
performance per eXFlash DIMM than for 297297297297 enterprise HDDs.21 (32 eXFlash DIMMs can replace more than 9999,,,,500500500500 HDDs for 
equivalent IOPS performance.)  

 
Ideal environments for the deployment of eXFlash memory-channel storage include database/cloud, Big Data/analytics, high-
frequency trading and other financial applications, server and storage virtualization and consolidation, and virtual desktop 
infrastructure (VDI). 

 
eXFlash memory-channel storage provides the following features for even greater performance and functionality without 
additional IT expenditure: 

• WriteNowWriteNowWriteNowWriteNow technology enables the lowest write latency to block I/O storage in the industry by allowing the super-early 
write commit of data 

• RAID MirroringRAID MirroringRAID MirroringRAID Mirroring allows any two eXFlash DIMMs in the system domain to be a mirrored pair 

• Direct Data AcceleratorDirect Data AcceleratorDirect Data AcceleratorDirect Data Accelerator enables you to customize and tune eXFlash storage to maximize throughput on various 
applications 

• eXFlash DIMMS can be used either directly as block storageblock storageblock storageblock storage or as cache memorycache memorycache memorycache memory to boost the performance of 
SSD/HDD storage 

• Because the storage is on the memory channel, it avoids potential I/O bus contention 

• eXFlash DIMMS consume very little energy very little energy very little energy very little energy (the same as memory DIMMs) 

• eXFlash DIMMS can replace thousands of HDDsreplace thousands of HDDsreplace thousands of HDDsreplace thousands of HDDs or external SSDs for equivalent IOPS (although, obviously, not for 
storage capacity) 

 
Systems with eXFlash memory-channel storage technology can save you more than 99%99%99%99% on your storage energy bill vs. 
external storage. And that doesn’t even include eliminating the cost of thousands of HDDs and the necessary RAID 
controllers, storage enclosures, racks and floor space, service/administration time, RAID array setup time, extra data center 
cooling capacity, additional software licenses, etc.—not to mention getting analytics insights sooner due to shorter 
processing times.  

 
Lenovo also offers half-length High IOPS SSHigh IOPS SSHigh IOPS SSHigh IOPS SSD PCIe AdapterD PCIe AdapterD PCIe AdapterD PCIe Adapters in capacities ranging from 365GB365GB365GB365GB to 2.4TB2.4TB2.4TB2.4TB. These flash 
drives, in PCIe adapter form factor, offer up to 480K IOPS480K IOPS480K IOPS480K IOPS throughput (equivalent to approximately 1,1401,1401,1401,140 2.5-inch enterprise 
SAS HDDs) 22, 70%70%70%70% lower write latency (15 µs) than a SAS HDD (50 µs),and a 3GBps3GBps3GBps3GBps random read data transfer rate. On a 
performance-per-watt basis, these adapters outperform HDDs by up to 700X700X700X700X23.  

                                                             
19

 As low as 3 µs 4KB random write latency for eXFlash DIMMs. Performance measured under laboratory conditions. 
20

 140K IOPS for 4K random reads; 65K IOPS for 4K random writes. 636MBps sustained for 64K sequential reads; 515MBps for sequential 
writes. 

21
 297 15K SAS HDDs x 420 IOPS = 124,740 IOPS. 

22
 480,000 IOPS measured at 4K block random reads for 2.4TB High IOPS SSD Adapter, versus 420 IOPS measured at 4K block reads for a 
15K RPM 2.5-inch SAS HDD., 

23
 480K / 9W = 53,333 IOPS / watt. 420 / 5.5W = 76 IOPS / watt. 53333 / 76 = 701.8X. 
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Because these adapters go in PCIe slots, rather than drive bays, they can be used in addition to 2.5-inch HDDs or SSDs or 
1.8-inch eXFlash SSDs. This makes them ideal for virtualized servers running multiple tasks, requiring both write- and read-
intensive storage media. As flash media they also offer a predictable lifetime, compared to the sporadic failure rate of HDDs, 
and up to 25252525----year data retentionyear data retentionyear data retentionyear data retention, using N+1 chip-level redundancy and 11-bit ECC protection. 

 
eXFlash DIMMs and High IOPS PCIe SSD adapters can all be used together in the same systemin the same systemin the same systemin the same system for the industry’s largest 
flash storage capacity. For larger data needs, the internal flash storage can work hand-in-hand with external storage, for 
vastly improved overall performance. 

 
Flash storage is ideal for workloads that require random access with low latency and high performance, such as databases, 
analytics, and other mission-critical apps. For file exchange services, OLTP, and other workloads that require a combination 
of high performance and low-cost high-capacity storage, using flash as cache memory is most appropriate. Either way, flash 
storage can be a performance game-changer.  

 

AgileAgileAgileAgile    
Flex System X6 servers start out with one twotwotwotwo----processorprocessorprocessorprocessor compute node and can be scaled to four four four four processorsprocessorsprocessorsprocessors in a twotwotwotwo----
node configurationnode configurationnode configurationnode configuration, or even eight eight eight eight processors processors processors processors in a fourfourfourfour----node configurationnode configurationnode configurationnode configuration (model-specific). This offers equivalent 
processor and memory scalability (up to 6TB or 12TB, respectively) to the 4U x3850 X6 and 8U x3950 X6 rack servers, but in 
a smaller bladebladebladeblade form factor.  

  
Up to    3TB3TB3TB3TB of fast LRDIMMLRDIMMLRDIMMLRDIMM memory in a single node configuration, 6TB6TB6TB6TB in a two node configuration, or 12TB12TB12TB12TB in a four node 
configuration, allows for major virtualization and consolidation efforts, as well as huge in-memory databases. Consolidation 
through virtualization brings with it many benefits. Fewer systems mean less energy consumed, less cooling needed, less 
time spent purchasing, designing, configuring, deploying, and retiring systems, fewer spare parts to stock, fewer repairs, less 
data center floor space needed, fewer software licenses, and simpler systems management. In addition, newer systems are 
far more energy-efficient than previous generations, decreasing power and cooling needs even further.  

 
X6 systems also support FlexNode partitioningFlexNode partitioningFlexNode partitioningFlexNode partitioning. This allows a physical 8-processor configuration to be remotely and 
automatedly reconfigured by software into logical 4-processor servers, as needs change or for daily peak and off-peak 
workloads. For example, FlexNode Partitioning    allows you to partition the server into two 4-processor or four 2-processor 
servers for some workloads (each with its own operating system and applications) and then back into an 8-processor server 
for others—all without the need for an onsite visit. 

 
FastSetupFastSetupFastSetupFastSetup is a no-cost software tool that helps simplify the maintenance and deployment of select Lenovo x86 servers, 
including X6 servers. The intuitive GUI initializes all phases of server setup, including discovery, update, and configuration. 
Features include templates that enable the replication of settings across many servers and automation that reduces both 
hands-on time and user errors. Wizards and other default settings enable flexible customization capabilities. The low-touch, 
set-once-and-walk-away feature reduces the hands-on server setup time from days to minutes, particularly for larger 
deployments.  

 
Feature on Demand (FoD)Feature on Demand (FoD)Feature on Demand (FoD)Feature on Demand (FoD) allows you to purchase a software key that activates built-in features (such as additional NIC 
ports and RAID software) at time of purchase or any time thereafter. This way you incur the cost of the feature only when 
you’re ready to use it. And the features can be activated remotely and instantly, without a visit from an administrator. 
 

ResilientResilientResilientResilient    
Having an incredibly powerful and flexible system only helps if it’s up and running. Downtime is money lost. You need an 
enterprise system worthy of the name, one that is almost always up and running. And, on the rare occasions when it has to 
go offline, one that can be serviced quickly and easily and brought back online as soon as possible. To that end, Lenovo has 
included a large number of reliability, availability, and serviceability features to maximize uptime. 

 
ChipkillChipkillChipkillChipkill technology provides multibit error correction per chip. Chipkill protection, which is available on all Flex System 
servers, can correct a x4 DRAM on each memory rank. After the failing DRAM is identified, data is copied (reconstructed) to a 
spare x4 DRAM. However, X6 servers go beyond that to offer Double ChipkillDouble ChipkillDouble ChipkillDouble Chipkill protection. After the first error is corrected, a 
second error on the same chip can also be corrected. Only X6 servers offer this feature. Memory ProteXionMemory ProteXionMemory ProteXionMemory ProteXion technology 
extends error correction to multichip protection and works in conjunction with Chipkill technology and standard ECC 
protection, to provide multi-level memory correction. 

 
In addition, Memory scrubbingMemory scrubbingMemory scrubbingMemory scrubbing is an automatic daily test of all system memory. It detects and reports memory errors that 
might be developing before they cause a server outage. Memory scrubbing and Memory ProteXion work together. When a bit 
error is detected, memory scrubbing determines whether the error is recoverable. If the error is recoverable, Memory 
ProteXion technology will write the data to new location; if it is not recoverable, scrubbing sends an alert to light path 
diagnostics. (More on that below.)  
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Advanced Page RetireAdvanced Page RetireAdvanced Page RetireAdvanced Page Retire is a new technology that monitors and identifies pages in memory and quarantines pages when 
necessary to avoid an outage. This proactively protects applications from corrupt pages in memory, which is crucial for 
scaling memory to terabytes. 

 
Memory page integrity sortingMemory page integrity sortingMemory page integrity sortingMemory page integrity sorting is another new feature that can identify whether a page in memory is suffering from errors 
(and therefore is more likely to be corrupted and lead to application failures). The memory is then sorted so that the pages 
determined to be of the best "quality" are used first for applications. This minimizes the possibility of application failure. 

 
Processor high availability Processor high availability Processor high availability Processor high availability allows the platform to maintain access to networking, storage, and server management during a 
processor failure. If the first processor goes down, the system reboots and then continues to operate with all of the 
networking, management, and storage/access control provided by the second processor. Without this feature, other systems 
would be offline until the failed processor is replaced. 

    
Memory mirroringMemory mirroringMemory mirroringMemory mirroring works much like disk mirroring. Half of the memory in one node mirrors the other half in the same node. 
Data is written concurrently to both channels, primary and backup. If one of the DIMMs in the primary channel fails, it is 
instantly disabled and the mirrored memory in the backup channel becomes active (primary) until the failing DIMM is 
replaced. With mirroring enabled, one-half of total memory is available for operating system and application use.  

 
Alternatively, with    memory rank sparing memory rank sparing memory rank sparing memory rank sparing two DIMM ranks per node are configured as spares. These spare ranks are used in 
the event of a memory failure on the same memory card (node). This feature is more efficient than mirroring, reserving less 
memory and leaving more available for operating system use. 

    
Upward Upward Upward Upward integration with hypervisorsintegration with hypervisorsintegration with hypervisorsintegration with hypervisors adds capabilities to standard hypervisors through value-add modules for X6 
platforms. Lenovo-unique upward integration modules (UIMs) provide unprecedented hardware visibility to the hypervisor for 
superior VM and systems management. UIMs forUIMs forUIMs forUIMs for VMware vSphereVMware vSphereVMware vSphereVMware vSphere and Microsoft System Center Microsoft System Center Microsoft System Center Microsoft System Center provide IT administrators 
with the ability to integrate the management features of Flex System servers with VMware vCenterVMware vCenterVMware vCenterVMware vCenter. They expand the 
virtualization management capabilities of VMware vCenter with Flex System hardware management, providing management 
of physical and virtual environments to reduce the time and effort required for routine system administration, including 
discovery, configuration, monitoring, event management, and power monitoring. A Rolling Firmware Update UIM Rolling Firmware Update UIM Rolling Firmware Update UIM Rolling Firmware Update UIM provides 
the ability to concurrently update all system software in a virtualized environment with a single command. A RAS UIMRAS UIMRAS UIMRAS UIM 
provides the ability to manage and set policies across all Predictive Failure Analysis (PFAPFAPFAPFA) events in the system, including the 
ability to evacuate, migrate, or manage VMs before an outage affects them.  

 
In addition, Lenovo offers the broadest array of PFA-enabled components in the industry to protect X6 systems from failure, 
including processors, memory, storage, adapter slots, power supplies, and fans. PFA detects out-of-range activity in 
supported devices and provides advance warning that a component is about to fail. It then illuminates the appropriate light 
path diagnostics indicator and, optionally, can send a message to the system administrator via the Systems Director systems 
management software. This way, the administrator can replace the failing component before it fails, without downtime in the 
case of hot-swap components, or via an orderly shutdown. By comparison, many competitive systems offer PFA only for 
memory, HDDs, and perhaps processors. 

 
Lenovo’s X6 servers offer advanced light path diagnosticslight path diagnosticslight path diagnosticslight path diagnostics that identify a failure by major component—processor, memory, 
fan, etc. When the service technician opens the system cover, an LED beside the specific component—such as DIMM slot 
12—identifies the failed part. Service professionals don’t have to waste time determining which of the 96 DIMMs needs 
replacement. And light path diagnostics works even when the server is unplugged. 

 
Dynamic System AnalysisDynamic System AnalysisDynamic System AnalysisDynamic System Analysis (DSA) collects and analyzes system information to aid in diagnosing system problems. DSA also 
compares device driver and firmware on the system to the versions available on an UpdateXpressUpdateXpressUpdateXpressUpdateXpress CD, providing a summary 
of the differences. 

 
Thermal DiagnosticsThermal DiagnosticsThermal DiagnosticsThermal Diagnostics allows the administrator to evaluate thermal data on the server without taking the hardware offline. This 
can provide greater server uptime. 

 
Automatic Server RestartAutomatic Server RestartAutomatic Server RestartAutomatic Server Restart (ASR) helps reduce downtime by restarting the server automatically in the event of a system 
lockup. If the operating system crashes or the hardware freezes, it automatically triggers the ASR hardware, which 
immediately restarts the server (and logs an ASR event with Systems Director). These features are designed so that no more 
than five minutes can pass before the server is restarted. 

 
And, of course, numerous hothothothot----swapswapswapswap components in the nodes and chassis, including storage, networking switches, fans, 
and PSUs, allow for quick and simple servicing, without downtime. 

 

SummarySummarySummarySummary    
The Flex System offering provides stunning performance, flexibility, reliability, and investment protection that no other blade 
offering can match. A Flex System configuration delivers: 
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• The only blade servers built on X6 technologyX6 technologyX6 technologyX6 technology 

• The first    8888----processor processor processor processor blade serverblade serverblade serverblade server based on Intel Xeon processors 

• 50% 50% 50% 50% mmmmoooorererere    memorymemorymemorymemory available than HP in the mainstream 2-processor space 

• The first implementation of memory-channel storage (eXFlash DIMMseXFlash DIMMseXFlash DIMMseXFlash DIMMs) 

• The first sssstorage virtualization solutiontorage virtualization solutiontorage virtualization solutiontorage virtualization solution for internal and external storage  

• The first highhighhighhigh----IOPS flash storage node/bladeIOPS flash storage node/bladeIOPS flash storage node/bladeIOPS flash storage node/blade for unmatched dedicated storage flexibility  

• The first 40GbE40GbE40GbE40GbE-capable blade uplink switch  

• The first 16Gb16Gb16Gb16Gb-capable blade SAN switch 

• The first 56Gb56Gb56Gb56Gb-capable blade InfiniBand FDR switch 

• A ssssingle managementingle managementingle managementingle management tool for all physical resources  
 

With the best blades, chassis, networking, storage, and management capabilities, a Flex System solution surpasses other 
blade offerings in every respect24.  

 
For more details about the products and technologies, contact a Lenovo sales rep or business partner, or go to 
http://ibm.com/systems/pureflex/flex_overview.html. 
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 If you have an existing BladeCenter investment, Lenovo has a committed roadmap. For more information, contact your business partner or 
Lenovo representative. 


